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My Little Pony: Legends of Magic, Vol. 1
The adventure begins for children and adults alike, as the classic character Rainbow Brite comes to comics and brings a
little color to your life! Wisp and Willow are best friends who live in a small town. They are inseparable, until one night Wisp
discovers something is stealing the color from the world! To escape their grasp, Wisp must use her wits and the help of a
new friendfrom somewhere else! Then the adventure begins! Follow along with writer Jeremy Whitley (My Little Pony,
Unstoppable Wasp) and artists Brittney Williams (Patsy Walker, A.K.A. Hellcat!, Goldie Vance) and Xenia Pamfil (Princeless)
as we find out how this seemingly normal girl becomes Rainbow Brite and how it changes Wisp, Willow, and their world!

Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 7: Date Night
ÒLEATHERWING.Ó The Elseworlds Annuals, the DC UniverseÕs journey into remote realms of possibility, continue on the
oceans of the 17th century, where the cowled pirate Leatherwing crosses swords with the evil plunderer The Joker. ItÕs
adventure on the high seas with sword fights, cannon fire, stolen treasureand a beautiful and dangerous pirate captain with
particularly feline attributes.

Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 2
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As Finn gets pulled deeper towards the Vanishing Point, seeing more and more of his possible futures, Jake becomes more
desperate to save his best friend and brother as he launches through the fourth dimension to challenge the Lord of All Time
himself.

Princeless: Raven The Pirate Princess
Mickey & Maj have traveled through time, dimensions and the universe itself. And they took selfies. some of them haven't
even happened yet. So here they are!

Princeless
The crew is lost and scattered, but finally some of them are coming back together. But they couldn't choose a worse place.
The Black Fort sits atop a rocky cliff on an island full of monsters and Raven's oldest brother, Crow, has decided to make
this an object of spectacle. He's about to introduce Raven and her crew to the most dangerous of creatures in his arena. But
elsewhere in the world, Ananda has been found by the queen and her mermaids. The thing is, it's not the queen she
thought she'd be facing, it's her girlfriend, Sunshine. But somehowthat's much much worse.

Princeless Book 3: the Pirate Princess Deluxe Hardcover
Two years ago, Raven Xingtao was locked in a tower and denied her birthright thanks to the scheming of her brothers. After
she was freed, she set out to reclaim what was hers and get her revenge. It has been a long time coming, but after tonight
the job will be halfway done. On Golden Rock there is a beautiful fortress and at the heart of that fortress is Raven's
brother, Magpie. Unfortunately, between Raven and Magpie is every sword swinging, tough as nails pirate that sails under
Magpie's flag and Raven has a crew of about a dozen. The only way to get in the same room and face her brother is in
disguise. Now, if things go south, there's an army between Raven's crew and their boat. And in plans like this, things always
go south eventually.

Princeless: Raven: The Pirate Princess
Things are fraught onboard the ship as Raven tries to negotiate a chance for Ximena to see the healer, but when things go
poorly she may have to take matters into her own hand. Meanwhile, Sunshine shares the story of how her parents - doomed
lovers from two societies at war - fell in love.
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Princeless
Raven's brothers have taken away everything that is rightfully her's. Now she's ready to take her revenge on them, but first
she needs to assemble a group of fearless girls to help her.

The Unstoppable Wasp Vol. 1
The three stories in this collection feature Twilight Sparkle and Shining Armor.

Summer of Salt
Read the volume of Princeless that launched the critically acclaimed spinoff, Raven: The Pirate Princess, now in deluxe
format with never before seen behind the scenes special features. Adrienne and Bedelia have been on a quest to save
Adrienne's sisters, but when they stumbles upon an unknown princess trapped in a tower, they decide they can't just leave
her locked up. But they're about to find off they've bit of more than they can chew when they rescue Raven Xingtao, the
daughter of the pirate king. Adrienne has met her match and if she's not careful, Raven may steal the dragon right out from
under her.

Priya Dreams of Marigolds & Masala
The shocking conclusion to the "Nightmare Nursery" saga! Destiny Harper is in deep trouble, and she will need the help of
Rasket, Lycinda, and the Vamplets themselves to thwart the plans of the evil Vammette. Will Destiny Harper get back
home, or will she be trapped on the nightmare world of Gloomvania forever?

Adventure Time: Beginning of the End #3
The fallout from their first adventure has left Raven's crew in disarray, several of them injured and one crew member on the
verge of death. Raven will do anything to save her. A small comfort, when all she can do is stay by her side, talk to her, and
tell her a story. The story of how the Baroness Xingtao met the love of her life.

The Seeds
Spine title incorrectly indicates that this is book two rather than book three.
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My Little Pony: Adventures in Friendship Volume 5
Six weeks have passed since the attack on the ship and the loss of Sunshine. Now everyone is trying to get back to normal,
including Ximena, who has been putting off confessing her feelings for the love of her life. Now she's finally ready to try and
make it work, but is this relationship cursed? And what did happen to Sunshine? While the crew is sure she's dead, she has
found a new life on a mysterious island. While everything seems perfect, is there something terrifying lurking beneath the
surface?

Raven Pirate Princess: Captain Raven and the All-Girl Pirate Crew, Issue TPB 1
Fresh off her adventures in the pages of Princeless, Raven is ready to set out on her quest for revenge against her brothers.
They've stolen everything that should be hers and now she's going to get it back. But first, she needs a crew. Share the
laughs, action, and adventure as Raven assembles the fearless crew of awesome ladies who will help her get her revenge.

Albert Einstein: Time Mason
The first collection of an all-new series devoted to revealing the secret history of Equestria. It's all here: the origins of cutie
marks, friendships, magic, and more! In this opening story arc, we travel back in time to uncover the secrets of Starswirl the
Bearded and his magical friends! Sure to entice longtime readers, it also makes a good entry point for new fans of the
characters. Collects issues #1–6.

Sea of Thieves #1
You've been there from the beginning for the story of one princess and her long quest to save her sisters, but how much do
you really know about those sisters? They're the breakout characters of each volume, but then we sweep off on our dragon
to find the next one. Now Princeless proudly presents the return of the rest of the Princesses of the Ashe family in four
stories all their own. Angelica learns a little something about what she loves (other than herself). Angoisse and her spooky
monster pet The Grimmorax find a new calling. Andrea and Antonia try to find a way to use their magic for good - if they
can get out of each other's way. And Alize tells the story of how she came to be under the care of the Sphinx and met a
very special prince. All this and a special bonus story about politics in the goblin kingdom! Come see the world of Princeless
from perspectives you've never seen before.

Princeless
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Collects The Unstoppable Wasp #5-8, Tales to Astonish #44. This is it! The Red Room wants Nadia back, and they'll pull out
all the stops to get her. The clock is ticking and both Nadia and her friend Ying's lives are in the balance. That means the
geniuses of G.I.R.L. are up against their fi rst real science challenge! Can they outsmart the Red Room, or will Nadia be
forced back to the bunker? Whatever happens, Nadia's fate will be forever altered - but can the original Wasp, Janet Van
Dyne, help her find a way forward? When they get together, few can resist their sting! Plus, in a classic tale, Janet Van Dyne
meets Hank Pym, and a heroic legacy is born - as Ant-Man and the Wasp battle the Creature from Kosmos!

Princeless Volume 7: Find Yourself
With Bedelia left behind, Adrienne and Sparky are on their own for the first time since they left the towerand it's not going
well. Alize's castle is somewhere in the Great Southern Desert, but they can't find it! They've been lost in the desert for
days and when tempers flare, Adrienne may find herself alone and in peril on her quest. But what waits for her in the desert
is more amazing than she could have imaginedand more deadly. It's time for a final confrontation with the Black Knight.
And as they emerge from the Black Forest, Devin and company find themselves going head to head with an old enemy in
an unexpected place. Soon Asheland will be under attack, but will they make it back to Asheland to tell anyone?

Princeless
Adrienne has been on the run and working to save her sisters, but when she finds another princess locked away in a tower,
she decides to spring her! But Raven Xingtao, the daughter of the Pirate King, is more of a handful than Adrienne could
have ever expected. Before she knows it, Adrienne is off on a whirlwind adventure to complete Raven's quest for revenge!
The complete collected edition of Princeless: The Pirate Princess!

Crowded #1
The events of issue 1 have left our fearless heroine worse for wear, but Raven is ready to put together a crew and with the
help of her old friend Cookie, she's looking to interview every rogue, cad, and scoundrel that ever sailed the seven seas. But
when you put that many pirates in one place, there's only one possible outcome: FIGHT!

Hiccups: Fun Stories
Collects Future Foundation (2019) #1-5, material from Fantastic Four (2018) #12. From the pages of FANTASTIC FOUR, it’s
the next generation of Imaginauts! When the Richards family was called back to Earth to be the FF again, they left behind
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the Future Foundation — a think tank of the most brilliant young minds in the universe — with one mission: to find the
pieces of their friend the Molecule Man and rebuild him. But that’s proving harder than imagined as this crew of young
geniuses, Atlanteans, mutants, Moloids and androids have run into every problem in the Multiverse. Now, with the
leadership of Alex and Julie Power, and a little extra firepower from Guest Professor Yondu Udonta, the team will undergo
their most dangerous mission yet: a prison break! Brace yourself for a heart-pounding journey across time and space!

Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 5: Get Lost Together
Raven is ready to set out on her quest for revenge against her brothers. They've stolen everything that should be hers and
now she's going to get it back. But first, she needs a crew. Share the laughs, action, and adventure as Raven assembles the
fearless crew of awesome ladies who will help her get her revenge.

Princeless Volume 8: Princesses
Fresh off their time fighting vampires, zombies, and giant creatures in the swamp - Princess Adrienne, Bedelia the
Blacksmith, and Sparky the Dragon are in for their biggest adventure yet! Join our team of fearless ladies as they set off
into the mountains to save twin princesses Andrea and Antonia. They'll meet a team of dragon slaying dwarf women, a farm
full of trained monsters, and perhaps some of their most dangerous foes yet!

Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess
No pirate on the high seas is more bloodthirsty than the notorious Branded Ann, a woman with eyes like ice and a face
marred by a mysterious cross-shaped scar. When she raids a merchant vessel bound for Jamaica, her only objective is to
obtain the map that will lead her to a legendary treasure. But she hadn't bargained on taking Violet, the merchant's young
widow, on board her ship as a prisoner. In spite of her childlike appearance, Violet has a dark side of her own that Ann finds
both infuriating and endearing. As Branded Ann sails in search of treasure, her task is made more difficult by a stowaway
child, an increasingly rebellious crew, and the treacherous seas of the Devil's Triangle; to make matters worse, she finds
herself falling for her not-so-innocent but altogether charming captive. But will Violet be able to overcome the demons of
her past and accept Ann's love? And will they survive the treasure hunt that has already claimed the lives of so many
before them?

Vamplets Nightmare Nursery
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Back by popular demand, it's Nadia Van Dyne - the Unstoppable Wasp! And her team of girl scientists is along for the ride
too! With the backing of Janet Van Dyne, the original Wasp, there's no problem the Agents of G.I.R.L. can't solve! But
they're not the only acronym-toting science organization out there - and when A.I.M. strikes, Nadia and the ladies of Genius
In action Research Labs answer the call! But who is A.I.M.'s new super-powered lieutenant? How does this new foe know
Nadia? And what does A.I.M.'s plan have to do with Nadia's father, Hank Pym? Plus, a girls' night out for Nadia and Jan!
Tensions run high as G.I.R.L. prepares for their big science expo debut! And Nadia meets her match in the form of a
returning fan-favorite female fighter! COLLECTING: THE UNSTOPPABLE WASP 1-6

Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 3
Molly Danger, an eternal child with superhuman strength, has protected the citizens of Coopersville, New York, for twenty
years, but secrets from her past threaten to destroy everything she has worked for.

Branded Ann
Brimming with drama, doubloons and untold skulduggery, the Sea of Thieves is a strange and treacherous stretch of ocean
where swarthy scallywags the world over flock to test their might and mettle. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px} Join us on a tale of danger
and discovery as we follow the legend of two of the hardiest crews ever to brave its turbulent waters. Who will be the first
to claim the treasure that awaits them… and who will be the first to walk the plank?

The Unstoppable Wasp: Unlimited Vol. 1
"Year 2 of Raven's quest for Love and Revenge begins! With the whole crew back together in one piece, it's time for a
celebration. But some of the crew have ulterior motives for this party and it'll take a romantic twist! What no one expects is
the party to be cut short by an attack that will tear some relationships apart, push others closer together, and leave our
crew one lady short."--Back cover.

Rainbow Brite Collection
Magic passed down through generations. An island where strange things happen. One summer that will become legend.
Practical Magic meets Nova Ren Suma’s Imaginary Girls and Laura Ruby’s Bone Gap in this lush, atmospheric novel by
acclaimed author Katrina Leno. Georgina Fernweh waits impatiently for the tingle of magic in her fingers—magic that has
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touched every woman in her family. But with her eighteenth birthday looming at the end of this summer, Georgina fears her
gift will never come. Over the course of her last summer on the island—a summer of storms, falling in love, and the mystery
behind one rare three-hundred-year-old bird—Georgina will learn the truth about magic, in all its many forms. Praise for
Katrina Leno: “Leno’s writing is flawless. Readers of all ages will find themselves swept away.” —VOYA “Charming and
sophisticated.” —Kirkus “Crackles with wit, humor, and enormous love.”—Booklist (starred review) “Introduces a fierce new
presence.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Princeless
Things are looking bad for Raven and her crew! With a pit full of alligators ready to feast on them, it's up to Ximena and
Sunshine to organize the rest of the crew and save the day. Can they take on Raven's brothers and all of their goons
without the crew's best fighters?

Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 9: the Black Fort and the Golden Queen
The defeat of Magpie and sacking of the Golden Fortress took a lot out of our crew. They're back at sea and on their way to
find Crow, Raven's other brother, but firstthey deserve a chance to treat themselves! On a small island, hidden behind a
waterfall, is a hidden neutral city where any pirate can come to enjoy themselves and leave the trouble of the sea behind.
And for our crew that means one thing: Date Night. Join us as Raven and her crew leave behind action and adventure for
four issues and our comic becomes a romance comic. Date Night is everything you've wanted and it's finally here!

Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 6: Assault on Golden Rock
Bedelia and Adrienne have a new teammate in Raven, The Pirate Princess. She's tough, smart, fun-loving and she's on an
epic quest for revenge. When her quest clashes with Adrienne's, sparks will fly and only one princess can come out on top

Future Foundation
He's got the mind, the might, and the mustache! Join brilliant scientist and dashing adventurer ALBERT EINSTEIN in a battle
to protect the integrity of our timeline when he joins THE TIME MASONS. But when an unthinkable threat puts the past,
present, and future in peril, it's up to him and a squad of epic historical figures to save the universe before the clock runs
out. Get ready for an Einstein you never imagined in the greatest time-travel adventure history has never seen.
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Raven: The Pirate Princess
Originally published in single magazine form as Princeless: Raven, the Pirate Princess #5-8.

Mickey & Maj
SERIES PREMIERE Ten minutes in the future, the world runs on an economy of job shares and apps, including Reapr: a
crowdfunding platform to fund assassinations. Charlie Ellison leads a quiet, normal life until sheÕs suddenly targeted by a
million-dollar Reapr campaign. Hunted by all of Los Angeles, Charlie hires Vita, the lowest-rated bodyguard on the Dfend
app. As the campaign picks up speed, theyÕll have to figure out who wants Charlie dead before the campaignÕs 30
daysÑor their livesÑare over. From Eisner-nominated writer CHRISTOPHER SEBELA (Heartthrob, We(l)come Back, Harley
Quinn), RO STEIN and TED BRANDT (Captain Marvel, Raven: The Pirate Princess), TRIONA FARRELL (Runaways, Mech Cadet
Yu), and CARDINAL RAE (BINGO LOVE, ROSE). COMPARISON TITLES If the near-future implications of social media and
technology in Semahn and CoronaÕs NO. 1 WITH A BULLET had you on the edge of your seat, youÕll love CROWDED.

Molly Danger
Award-winning artist David Aja (Hawkeye, Immortal Iron Fist) and filmmaker, journalist, and comics writer Ann Nocenti
(Daredevil, Catwoman) team up to tell an eco-fiction tech-thriller where flora and fauna have begun to mutate. The Seeds is
also a story of love beyond race and gender, and of the resilience of both human and animal kind. The bees are swarming.
What do they know that we don't? The rich have built walls around their wealth and scramble into escape rockets. The
romantic and the ruthless cross over into the lawless wilds of Zone-B. A few cantankerous aliens have come to collect the
last dregs of humanity's essence for the celestial embryo bank. One of them falls in love. Astra is an idealistic journalist who
stumbles into the story of a lifetime, only to realize that if she reports it, she'll destroy the last hope of a dying world. How
far will she go to get her story?

Detective Comics Annual (1988-) #7
Collects The Unstoppable Wasp #1-4; All-New, All-Different Avengers #14. Nadia spent the entire first half of her life a
captive of the Red Room, but now this teenage super scientist is spreading her wings! Hank Pym's daughter has a lot of
time to make up for, and she's determined to change the world. With Jarvis at her side, she's on a mission to bring together
the brightest girl geniuses of the Marvel Universe - starting with Lunella Lafayette, the miraculous Moon Girl! But Nadia
didn't count on evil scientists, man-eating giant rats or Devil Dinosaur - or the lethal lady wrestlers known as the Grapplers!
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And even as Nadia's recruiting drive continues, the Red Room is on her trail - and they'll pull out all the stops to get her
back! Can the geniuses of G.I.R.L. find a way to save Nadia from being dragged back to the bunker?

The Unstoppable Wasp
Priya lives in the United States and her family is from India. She feels the magic of the place her family comes from through
her Babi Ba's colorful descriptions of India--from the warm smell of spices to the swish-swish sound of a rustling sari.
Together, Priya and Babi Ba make their heritage live on through the traditions that they infuse into their everyday lives.

Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess
Hiccups: Fun Stories is four hilarious adventures in one exciting comic book, making a collection as brisk and silly as a bout
of hiccups. Readers of all ages will earn merit badges in space with Luna Destiny and the Moon Berets, solve ridiculous
mysterie
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